Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N526KP

General cockpit layout: fuel controls on the left, ignition and electrical switches on the right.

Aircraft Type: RV-8
Registration: N526KP
Pilot Name: Steve Payne
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: June 4, 2016
Electrical/Ignition System
N526KP

Ignition switch (magnetos) on the right side of the instrument panel: Key to the left for OFF.

Main battery switch on right-side electrical panel: Switch to the right for OFF. Battery switch is shown in the OFF position.

Back-up battery switch on right side panel beneath main electrical panel: Switch to the right for OFF. Switch is shown in the off position.

Harnesses
N526KP

5 point Hooker harness: rotate latch either direction to release
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Fuel System
N526KP

Fuel selector is on the left side panel below the throttle quadrant. Fuel selector is shown in one of two off positions.

Canopy System
N526KP

Rotate release lever downward to unlatch canopy. Lever shown in canopy unlatched position.
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